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Barbara Murray writes about an experimental project that
introduced a new medium to the Zimbabwean art scene
Searching for ever 'better' means of expressing ideas

was

and communicating more effectively with society

institution-based, expensive, largely

New technical

part of the artist's role.

provide

new

is

discoveries

possibilities and, as a result, artists

inaccessible to

have

always used whatever materials and methods are

While

currently available.

— the medium

—

the

reading.

Rock

paintings

when the San developed the
make permanent pigments and

only became possible

know-how

its

to

accurate applicators to depict their beliefs on stone

Those earth pigments and rock walls carry
their own intimations of the San society. From earth
pigments to acrylics, from the quill pen to the printing
surfaces.

press to the camera

—

technology

in the

technical developments change

we have

In digital video,

art.

only the most recent

long tradition of art-making.

artists.

it

was

commercial and

During the 60s the portable

video recorder was invented, releasing moving-image

making

McLuhan
medium does

disagree with

not the message

is

impact on the message and

technical

I

communication technology but

the 'new'

to the individual.

At

first artists

used video to

simply record their exhibitions or work, particularly
installation. The moment of change
came in 1963 with an exhibition entitled "Exposition
of Music - Electronic Television' in which artist Nam
June Paik worked through television technology to

performance and

produce unexpected effects which exposed the creative
potential of TV. In 1969 an exhibition entitled 'TV as
a creative

medium' introduced closed-circuit TV and
where the viewer sees him/herself

real-time recording

By 1975 artists in the West were
employing multiple monitors and multi-channel
as part of the work.

installations to

"compose' an experience with shifting

points of view and time which surrounded the

The

proliferation

of technologies during the 20th

century altered the very nature of what

we
and

see

it.

artists

Movement

is

An

audience. In 1979 the

see and

how

fundamental to our existence

have constantly battled

time and change.

we

imply mobility.

to

erratic progress

first

video

was held

art festival

and development has been exponential since then with
increasingly complex computerised editing providing
seemingly endless

possibilities.

towards visually

movement has occurred.
work with mobiles and moving

representing or 'picturing"

But none of these developments had fed into

Sculptors began to

Zimbabwean art. In September 1999, however, three
Zimbabwean video artists participated in the 7th
World Wide Video Festival in Amsterdam as part of the
Gate Foundation's On(e)line project. Zimbabwean
video artists? Zimbabwe doesn't have any video

machinery. Performance
incorporated

art

and 'happenings'

movement and time

1

but remained

ephemeral and unrepeatable. Sequencing and layering
of images was always an option. Photography
particularly

was a revolutionary medium

in this

artists.

your

Is that

first

response? Well,

we do now!

development. From blurred directly imposed
reflections of reality, via silent carefijlly composed

Participation in a major festival of the 'cutting-edge'

'movies' to television, digital cameras and video,

art

photography has dramatically altered both perception
and art.

when

mailed his invitation the reply was an immediate yes.

Video

exhibitions of video art overseas and others use

form seemed too good an opportunity

Some of our
is

primarily about the combination of light with

time and movement. The video camera can be as
direct as the artist's eye.

Like paint,

it

can record

photography.
light,

this

to

miss so

Sebastian Lopez of the Gate Foundation e-

artists

It

had made

seemed an

new medium

y"!.^

films, others seen

I .N' •

_

ideal opportunity to launch

into local art-making.

shape, form, texture and colour, but

more importantly,
it can capture and express effects of movement and
time: changing lights, colours and shadows, moving

The Gate Foundation's On(e)line
'live'

streaming via internet of videos

and altering shapes, forms,

from

six countries

provides freedom

images

one

in

lines

and textures.

recording and manipulating

to a degree not possible before.

static

It

between

Rather than

image, video can present a greater

complexity

in its

multiple

moving images with

artists

artists

and a

project involved the

"live' internet

and audience. The

made by

artists

dialogue

institutions

and

involved were: Gate Foundation, The

Netherlands: Margret Wibmer, Ademir Arapovic,

Debra Solomon; Gallery Delta. Zimbabwe: Luis
Basto, Berry Bickle, Chas Maviyane-Davies; Cemeti

the

incorporation of sound as an added bonus.

Art Foundation. Indonesia: Heri Dono, Bintang

The

2

history of video art has been short and sharp.

the 1950s the

word

In

'video' did not exist. Television

Hanggono, Pius

Sigit

Africa: Minette Vari,

Kuncoro; Public Eye, South
Robin Rhoda, Zayd Minty;

'^'"M*;-

Chas Maviyane-Davies,

After the Wax, 1991,
17 minutes, video (sequence - first row from
bottom left, going up; second row from top

going down; third row from bottom going
up; forth row from top going down)

video art
in

Zimbabwe new technology

new millenium

a

for

Museo de Arte y Diseuo ContemporAneo, Costa Rica:
Manuel Zumbado. Karia Solano, Priscilla Monge,
Cecilia Parades; InIVA,UK.
While agreeing

to participate

was simple

there

was

the

matter of a budget and prehminary enquiries showed

it

would not be cheap. With the Gate Foundation's
intercession, funding was generously offered by Hivos
and the Zimbabwean video experiment could begin.

Our first task was to identify the artists. At the top of the
list was Chas Maviyane-Davies who had produced After
the Wax in 99 but unfortunately at the time he was
1

committed

1

to a large

one-man exhibition

make a video

unable to
the

Wax was reviewed and

for

its

quality;

it

Japan and

in

specifically for On(e)line. After

selected as one of our entries

also provided a safety net should other

participants not complete

work

in the short

time

available.

The next

potential participant

was Berry

Bickle. She

demonstrates an open-minded approach to media, using
everything fi-om paint to photography, ceramics,
collage, print

and

installation in order to

textiles,

convey her

concepts. She has travelled widely, experienced and

admired video

art,

and she jumped

the chance.

at

the National Gallery in

whose recent exhibition at
Bulawayo revealed their aesthetic

concerns and technical

abilities

Luis Basto and David Brazier,

with

still

photography,

expressed a keeness to experiment with video.

It

was

decided that Berry. Luis and David would work together
sharing their different

The next thing was

skills.

to find the

equipment and here the

Zimbabwe proved

film industry in

interested and co-operative.

extraordinarily

Video equipment

in

Zimbabwe is. to say the least, sporadic. Very few
Zimbabweans own a video camera. Such equipment
predominantly

— mostly

in

is

use in commercial advertising studios

the studio director's personal purchase at

varying times, of varying quality and capacity, using
specific types

cameras had

of tapes etc

to

short periods.

— and so a

series

of different

be hired when they became available for

One camera had no

in-built

monitor so

replay facilities had to be found and matching types of

equipment and tapes proved a problem.

The

creative

freedom of video

the editing and. luckily for us.

Trust

(MFD) had

is

on
Development

largely dependent

Media

for

recently acquired a state-of-the-art

3

AVID

editing suite.

Not only did they

their other wori<, but their editors.

fit

us in between

Andy Melhuish and

Nathan Dodzo, provided invaluable advice on the
whole process: sequence of activities, storyboards,

as

well as time-saving tips on the expensive editing

process by avoiding computer-generated effects. The
artists

decided

to directly film as

many of the

desired

effects as possible.

Hiring cameras and lights by the hour

and had

to be limited to

fit

was expensive

the budget so Berry's studio

was cleared and filming went on late into the night to
make the most use of the hiring-time available. It was
decided to work on Berry's video first. There seemed
so

many

possibilities;

metres of film were shot

initially

projecting text onto bodies and developing visual
effects using simple props such as wire, water

The takes of the
replayed,

first

and

of jerks and pauses, mechanical

full

fire.

day-and-night shooting were
failures

and practical problems but also glimpses of the
potential.

These

and the second day-

clarified ideas

and-night studio work produced shocking, seductive

sequences

— enough material

to

go

to

rough editing.

While Berry worked with Nathan on "antique'
equipment

to

cheaply cut and paste the tape into a

'rough" version which
finished

would later be refined and
on the expensive AVID. Luis and David began

work on

the second video. Luis' starting point

was a

journey, local movement/transport, combining existing
stills,

studio shots and "live" filming on the road.

Unfortunately due to time and lack of continuous
access to a camera David

—

a project

was unable

now on temporary

hold

to

till

make

his video

the next

opportunity.

Editing on the
light,

AVID

enabled the

time and sequence

among

artists to

play with

other aspects.

Speeding up. slowing down, superimposing, changing
sequence, reversing images to 'make' the artwork
the final experience for the viewer.

It is

at this

—

stage

of the video medium becomes

that the flexibility

apparent. Given time and expertise on the editing
artist can treat the filmed images like any
raw material: moulding, bending, twisting, altering
them with astounding control. However, as with any

software, an

medium, technical prowess can not disguise an
empty work. Method and skill do not ensure content.
other

this

page Chas Mavlyane-Davles,

After the Wax, 1991, 17 minutes, video

(sequence - first row from top left, going
down; second row from bottom going
up; third row from top going down)

page and pages 6 and 7:
Berry Bickle, from a quiet space, 1999,
4 minutes, video (sequences - starting
at the top of the page, going from left
to right, then right to left and zigright

zagging down)

Berry Bickle

"I

comments on her experience:

have admired and been inspired by many

woriving in the

medium of video. From

video installation of Nam June Paik

de

artists

seeing the

"Magiciens

in the

1989, to the graphic narratives. Mine,

la Terre', Paris

Felix in Exile, Faustus in Africa, of William Kentridge.

The

artists

1

have most admired are now the pioneering

generation: Marina Abramovic, Bill Viola, Bruce

Nauman, Francesc Torres and Keith

Piper.

It

is

the

range and play of ideas, from Abramovic's high tension

performance dramas to

Bill Viola's transience, birth,

death themes, that have

made

inspiring.

It

changed

my

medium of video

the

so

perception of the power of

the image, from a static omnipresence to the tluid

multi-dimensions of manipulation. Film

our

is

contemporary language, an accessible public medium
that has

profoundly redefined the image.

When making^ow a
was

somehow

to

quiet space,

my

intention

first

work of Bruce Nauman. More from

in the

me

create that presence that inspired

feeling than any direct analysis,

I

instinctive

my

selected

first

images: a series of three images of an anonymous man.

There was
still

in his face

and questioning.

a silent accusation, something so

know

I

nothing of this man,

other than the image on the wall.
Basto, on a trip in the

him

My

as flawed.

recognition,

was

from essences.

Zambezi

was taken by Luis
and discarded by

process, from that

to realise

I

It

delta

my

can barely

first

limitations

point of

and work

myself a painter as

call

I

work with to
achieve a multi-media of things, yet I saw this image
a painterly image, of portrait proportions. The light
seem

to

have bastardised

all

media

I

me

source projection of the image gave
shot ft^aming and

was

the shot-by-

the only lighting used.

familiar debris of the studio gave
transition: paper, wire, bits

me

The

the link or

of canvas and sacking

all

became the filters through which the image would
move. As light was projected, used transparency
manipulate the image. Simple and still was like a
I

mantra of discipline, staying as close as possible
source, that magic object

— a Sony

as

digital

to

to the

camera

—

seemed to pull
be unformed ideas to a
clarity of intent.
made diagrammatic notes to thread
structure, to guide the process of filming, in order to
recede and pull the image and achieve an explicit
what

I

felt to

I

meaning

in veils

traumatic.

a

of transparency. What emerged was

A subliminal

trauma

— my own — of how

innocently placing a piece of paper

in a

bucket of water

and projecting the image became a drowned man; by
projecting the image over burning paper

what

became burnt

had opened a wound, suffering poured out,
had interpreted came out of that anonymous

flesh.

I

I

It seemed to speak from Rwanda to
Mozambique, from a quiet space, emerged from

face.

watch and remember.
saved

in a

What

I

1

I

mysterious liquid

wanted as sound

— we were unable

this

am asking an audience to
am stating a dreadful fact,

single strong image, and

light

—a

of film.

dull constant heart beat

to achieve so

sound was

manufactured to create something that has the presence
of a heart but

is

a 'dirty' sound.

We

used samplings,

from aeroplanes taking off to the winds of South
Dakota. The sound is disturbing and at times
uncomfortably loud, as the face disintegrates

in fire the

sound becomes unbearable; this was a dissipation of
form, both sound and image.

IwTf
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.1-

r

page) Luis Basto, Journey, 1999, 3 minutes,
video (sequence starting at the top of the page,
going from left to right and zig-zagging down)
(this

(opposite page) Journey,

-

stills

The
was

input of the group gathered around this process
essential

— Luis Basto and David

Brazier, the

camera's eye, Elsa Guigo and her analytical conscience

—

returning

the

me

constantly to the

medium

economy of image

My

only the essential.

in retaining

inexperience with

has flawed the work as

too long.

is

it

1

held on to this idea that the longer you were in the

presence of the images the more powerful they

became; the deeper the images went through water and
deeper they bore into one's psyche.

fire the

During the Internet exchange based
Foundation.

I

asked what software
that

at

the Gate

did receive the compliment of being

had used. Had it been software
it would be called 'tin

I

produced the images

bucket"

Only

!

most basic

the

competent editors
effects, just

at

MFD

at

On

technology were available.
1

hand material and
advice from the

did not rely on any special

what had been caught on camera. The

making of from a quiet space has marked me,

my

challenged and opened

and extraordinary

it

perceptions to the fluidity

medium and

possibilities of video

I

have just grazed the surface."

making Journey.

Luis Basto gives his thoughts on

"Wheels make

a journey;

1

rethought

interpretation of a journey as

map

or a road, lines of demarcation

in the round, as a

wheel.

1

usual

— and put

—

a

the idea

went for a loose, somewhat

chaotic sense of things in motion.
in short

my

something linear

1

followed bicycles

broken-up footage, interspersed with buses;

the contrast of the singular

and the

board a bus and one on a bicycle.
the streets of Harare.

collective,

many on

My exploration

was

allowed incident to play within

I

the narrative, like the sign

"worms

for sale", or a

man

hanging from a bus. The obvious and the everyday

in

the life of this city in motion, but looking at wheels

took

my

thoughts to other images of circular

movement.
In the

image of

a

deep well,

the round of the wheel.

I

I

found a resonance for

used the well as a metaphor

for the event that precipitated the need to travel; as a

subconscious thought that drives an action. The

sequences then became a shadow world, cut with an
upbeat Fela Kuti rhythm that

set a

pace for

travel, the

and the metaphoric. The video was short, three
minutes, perhaps not enough to realise what 1 had put

real

in

motion, but as a

stills

photographer,

it

gave

me

an

other eye to interpret imagery."

The Zimbabwean videos

reveal interesting differences.

Berry's /ro/H a quiet space foregrounds content, using
a

new medium

to achieve richly multiplied

images

building up to a complex and emotional experience.
Luis" Jouniey plays with perceptions of
stillness, investigating

possibilities of the

After the

movement and

and exposing the core

medium. Chas Maviyane-Davies'

Wax employs

filmic devices such as narrative,

actors and dialogue with highly evocafive use of visual

elements and composition to create a personal view of
nationality

The

and

identity.

three video-artworks offered very individual

'takes'

on Zimbabwean experience. They were now

complete and the second phase of the project could
begin: the live streaming of the videos at specific

times and the intemet dialogue. Despite having

Zimbabwe and

internet access in

Service Providers such as Icon,

due

to

slow transmission

stream our videos

'live'

it

was confimied

we would

down

Technology of every type remains the means

progressive Intemet

it

Gary

So the

Hill, a

prominent video

video in 1973

"1 first

artist says:

thinking in a very radical way. Suddenlv. the

who would

sculpture

broadcast the videos for

us.

anywhere

Anyone with

in the

could join On(e)line, see the videos from
countries and participate

world,

September 1999,

in

may be

I had been doing for several years seemed
ovenvhelmingly tedious and distant from this present-

tense process."

all six

Just as there

this

no need

for painters to

work

first

with

the

possible but in

Zimbabwe,

is

medium of rock-and-earth-pigments, there may be
no need for Zimbabwean artists to go the route of oil-

countries were broken down. With further local
technical progress this

mv

dialogue with the

in the

Theoretically barriers between the six

artists.

used

the fluidity of videotape freed up

...

three videos were dispatched to the Gate Foundation

a fast intemet connection,

to an

offers alternate possibilities to express that end.

that

not be able to

the intemet.

end:

meant not being

on-canvas or stone sculpture. Video

is

contemporary

able to see the videos from the other countries and not

technology: Zimbabweans daily get more experience

being able to have face-to- face discussions (other

of film and television than of painting or sculpture:
perhaps video art is a more appropriate medium for

webcam, a camera
attached to the computer which allows people to see
each other while online). Local participation was
centres in the project used a

their expression?

computer

The words of Bill Viola, a prominent video artist,
provide some 'millenium considerations" for
Zimbabwean artists: "... one of the most momentous

This 'intemet dialogue' was quite out-of-the-ordinary!

events of the last 150 years

Typically particpants 'logged on', introduced

image, the advent of moving images. This
introduction of time into visual art could prove to be

restricted to "chat'

i.e.

typing conversation into the

themselves, asked questions,

commented on

the videos

is

or joined the exchange of opinions. With six countries

as important as Brunelleschi

and many particpants

perspective

people joining

—

at

in,

in

each, plus other interested

the dialogue

became a 'multilogue'

times a veritable Babel! Lapses caused by the

time taken to type

in replies

and the varying

interjections

more

pronouncement of
and demonstration of three-dimensional

pictorial space.

's

now have a fourthnow been given

Pictures

dimensional form. Images have

life.

They have behavior They have an existence in step
with the time of our own thoughts and imaginings.

transmission intervals led to interruptions,

and disjointed conversation. During the

sessions with fewer people online, the exchange

the animation of the

was

They are horn, they grow, they change and die. One of
is that they can be

the characteristics of living things

many selves, multiple identities made up of many
moments, contradictory, and all capable of constant

satisfactory.

Despite difficulties, what the On{e)line project

transformation, instantaneously in the present as well

showed, without doubt, was the potential of the

as retrospectively in the future.

communication and exchange
the possibility of artists, from ditTerent cultures,
from opposite ends of the earth, being able to 'meet'
on the intemet, view otherwise inaccessible images
and discuss their concepts and concems with people

exciting thing about working as an artist at this lime

intemet

—

in stimulating

they have

Tom

van

little

chance of physically encountering.

is:

of the World Wide Video
one of the advantages of video art

Vliet, the director

Festival, feels that

''Museums are

in history.

me

taught

It is

This for

me

is

the most

also the biggest responsibilin:

that the real rarw material

and the monitor but

titne

is

and experience

work

It

has

not the camera
itself

and

on the screen
or within the walls of the room, but in the mind and
heart of the person who has seen it. This is where all
images live.'"
that the real place the

exists is not

built for paintings but since

everyone has a television and a chair you can show
video work right in people s homes." With intemet,
you can see art and have conversations with the artists!

Note

I:

Immense thanks

to Sebastian

Lopez. Use Chin and the staff of

the Gate Foundation for their wonderful support; to

Sadly however, what this brave

new technology does

World does not apply equally to the Third
World. In Zimbabwe, few people have video players,
fewer have video cameras and only 0.3% have
for the First

While ostensibly video art could
reach millions of Zimbabweans via television, the
intenvet connection.

Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation
total

monopoly on

currently has a

the airwaves and hardly recognises

the existence of painting or even the infamous local

stone sculpture. However, given greater access to

and computers, perhaps
future,

and there

is

this is the 'gallery'

certainly

room

for private galleries

and indeed the National Gallery to provide
for art

10

video viewing.

TV

of the

facilities

the

Zimbabwean

film industry {particularly

all

the people in

Rumbi, Nathan and Andy

MFD) for their patient assistance and expert advice; to Julian
Somers of Icon for his calm organisation of the local intemet
component; and to Hivos for bravely funding this innovative and
at

experimental project.

Note

2:

You can

find infomiation

on the Gate Foundation on

http://www.gatefoundation nl and on the World Wide Video Festival

on

www.wwvf nl

Note
were

3:

In

part

Zimbabwe

in

2000,

of the On(e)line

we

project.

intend to screen

all

the videos that

and
Peter Garlake writes on recent developments

Art lives despite the manipulations of history
politics.

one area of the

in

southern Africa

art of

Advances
and retreats
the study of rock paintings
Few people appreciate how fortunate we are
in Zimbabwe to live surrounded by paintings

An

of incomparable quality.

world was

left to

working between

artists

The

years ago.

1

us

by prehistoric

000 and 3000

paintings have an aesthetic

beauty derived from a rigorous economy of
style

and subject; a disregard of incidentals

and of all other distractions of light, shade,
texture and physical context; a focus on the
essence of their

human and animal

subjects

based on acute and prolonged observation of

movement

stance and

outline that

is

all,

warm

of the

anywhere

any time.

experience

can go

finest

all this.

the

more

The

art

and

regains

entirely
little

new

to us

and allows us

to share a

of an ancient and alien system of

We

perception, belief and understanding.
start to

recognise that our universe can be

thought about and ordered

beyond our ken. Then,

in

ways

hitherto

as always, art lay at

and core of how people think

the centre

about the most significant aspects of their

In

1

874, right

arlistic

Many

at

the beginning of rock art

Wilhelm Bleek

studies in southern Africa,

concept of the ideas that most deeply
the

Bushman

mind and filled

(San)

with religious feelings". This can

claim that no one

the artists are long extinct,

used as a touchstone by which

still

all

subsequent studies can be assessed.

A

David Lewis-Williams

century

an impenetrable and enduring mystery

demonstrated that basic San beliefs were

—

empowers us to make of the art
anything we will. A few optimists believe
but one that

to

it

is

possible to penetrate the art

ftirther,

begin to comprehend something of its

original significance,

even perhaps

recognise and recover aspects of

to

its

later,

widely shared over

many

centuries.

Building on a dense array of metaphors and

symbols,

it

seemed

that their paintings were,

for the San, explorations

practice and belief

sought to apply

of their central

Hunter Vision
Zimbabwe. From

In Tlie

all this to

meaning. They believe not only that these

my

are partially realisable aims but that such

it

understanding greatly enhances

The Zimbabwe paintings seemed

appreciation.

One no

longer has to simply

sigh in inarticulate admiration and

move

rapidly on to the next site or to the picnic

becomes aware of an intellectual
richness and complexity that would take a
lunch; one

it

be

their intentions forever lost, leaving us with

that

its

place as part of a conceptual universe

wrote that the paintings were "o truly

draughtsmen

are content simply to

fiirther:

—

really sees

associations and patterns.

moved
Most people

—

to recognise recurrent motifs

earth

a quality of line and

as assured, delicate, tense and

alive as that
at

paintings one sees

as conveyors of

character; their limited range of

colours; and above

very long time to fully explore. The more

one begins

artistic

treasure-house without parallel anywhere
else in the

Zimbabwe

in

1

's

experience of the paintings here,

I

found

necessary to shift the emphases somewhat.
to

me

less

concerned with trance than with the nature,
qualities

and varieties of spiritual potency,

its multifarious effects. They
seemed to be less direct illustrations and
more the realisation in paint of intellectual

and with

1

1

or conceptual constaicts. Lewis-Williams

and his fornier principal pupil and colleague,

Thomas Dowson, both
their separate

me

disagreed with

in

reviews of the book. Both

reasserted that the

Zimbabwe

viewpoints and spaces. Paintings on flat
ceilings have no horizontal or vertical axes.

Some

are centrifugal compositions that

originate in trance experiences.

paintings, like

not represented but

and dead, was perceived as a single

interpenetrating unity.

may

Landscape

may

The South African debate is widening
new aspects of the
art, encouraging some rethinking, tightening

be registered by
the ways that sets of images are stacked to

horizons, focussing on

would eventually be recognised as

form compositions

precision and definition, and enriching both

concerned primarily and probably

particular ways.

exclusively with trance.

the

all

those in the rest of southern Africa,

now advanced

is

occupy space

that

considerably

in

Africa with promises of exciting

Anne Solomon,

South

new ways

interpreting the

lecturer at the Michaelis School

relationship of art to

of Art

the

at

Town,

is

particularly

art.

She probes the
mind and rejects

University of Cape Town, seeks to bring us

approaches to painting that present

more than

Skotnes emphasises that

meaning, that form
that analyses

is

art is a

a site of

itself

conveyor of

meaning and

of formal devices can release

significant content.

meaning of images

For Skotnes the
is

by

it

as

little

the concrete realisation of an idea

the

mind of the

artist.

Rather, the idea

mediated, even formulated,

in the act

of

One must now

determine the thought.

long discredited because

was defined

it

in

such loose, subjective and general terms.

context, then each interpretation must be site
specific. Art

Skotnes recognises that

we have always

be conscious of the 'otherness' of San

We are

dealing with

entirely outside our

to us.

own

that are

experiences.

San paintings were viewed
San art occupies a continuous

that

art.

modes of perception

and conceptions of the universe

ways

to

mediated through

its

multiple

contexts will have considerable regional,

new

unframed space. We are forced to move
around to grasp the imagery, to use different

temporal and historical diversity. Every
should be recognised as the focus of

site

San thoughts, practices and social
life. Solomon seeks to emphasise the
connection between the art and the whole of
San cosmology. Skotnes and Solomon both
emphasise

San universe, made up of
different realms, natural and supernatural.
that the

:<

'4$mii
^r
^f^

local controversy

by a paper

conference

in

I

which

seems

gave
I

at

to

have been

an American

supported the use of

tracings as a research tool for rock art
studies.

Much

is

made

in the

Bulawayo

papers of the damage done by contact

damage is theoretically possible (and it
would be infinitely less than damage caused
by exposure, weather or the activities
of animals and vandalism) then we have to
be aware of the dangers
to trace
daily

—

responsibly and only trace

consider

particular

The
is

do the

opposite.

detain us further. But even if microscopic

imagery and not interpret it through
overarching generalisations and rules. If
each interpretation is to take account of

has been so

Zimbabwe

tracing. This has been demonstrated to be
mistaken sufficiently often for it not to

The image mediates and may

reinstated as a significant and useful
it

in

is

become more aware of the contexts of the

if

Zimbabwe,

Prehistory Society, threaten to

ignited

context and style. Therefore style must be

conveyor of meaning even

in

raised in the

Newsletter and Journal of the

The

— or concept or perception — conceived
painting.

largely determined

Bulawayo and

interested in the theoretical bases for

back

primacy of the imagery

at

general as well as the specific

of study. Controversies

centred on

an archaeologist working

the University of Cape

art history in

field

theories

of increasing our understanding of the art.
Pippa Skotnes, a practising artist and also a

to the

in

Different configurations of

same images may convey ditferent
meanings. The same is true of scale.

The debate over Lewis- Williams's
has

12

living

it

one should never trace
instinct, for

are

when we

essential for research. Certainly
to satisfy a collecting

pleasure or

in the belief that you
making an objective or permanent record

for posterity. Tracing has specific

and

limited aims designed to serve the purposes

of a defined research project.

It

primarily

serves to recover fine or faded detail

beyond

the scope of any available cameras. Tracing

and photographs serve different purposes.

from photographs

trace

—

combine the two
to
to my mind com-

cheese. Attempts to

—

bines the worst of both worlds. This
to

and

are not comparable: they are chalk

They

suggest that

all

tracing

is

not

is

not imperfect,

selective, subjective

and the work of fallible

human

still

beings. This

does not mean

it is

not usefiil and indeed ver\ widely used.

'academics". All are apparently tainted by

uncontrolled desires for advancement,

money, promotion, publicity and status. The
same poison has lead to the vilification of
Lewis-Williams and

his colleagues

by

a

small and diminishing sector of the rock art

community down the years. It destroys the
of Rock Art Research, published

credibility

in Australia.

It is

a recurrent blot on the

pages of Pictogram, sadly the only journal
But

main point.
Bulawayo

this is all reall\ beside the

Much more

made,

is

in the

papers, of a distinction and cleavage

between 'amateurs' and 'professionals".
have never recognised
even

if

1

did,

1

I

this distinction but

it.

Research can surely only

be assessed on the clarity of

arguments,

its

aims and

its

capacity to penetrate and master the

One

its

deployment of creative

full

to

It is

foolish

suppose that any research will reveal a

final truth"; but
slightly closer

we

can aim to reach a

approximation to this

chimera. All these are evident

in the current

South African debate. The same cannot be
said of the

Bulawayo

a local origin for Great

especially in the 1960s.

Ad

only bring to an end

— and

all

scholarly discourse

be attetnpts

If there are to

rightly so.

fragment the small body of scholars

to

too

common

country

rock

to

make

and

research

art

a field for

it

traits in

— what

in

Zimbabwe

power plays

many

—

all

fields in the

future have

we?

insight.

also seeks evidence of logic, intellectual

honesty and scholarly integrity.

It is

to neutralise the archaeologists

who claimed

committed
its

range of possible significances the data ma>
hold, and

were used

to

ability to marshall the

available and relevant data to a purpose,

southern Africa.

art in

to

persoiuwi arguments are deadly: they can

available financial resources simply cannot

make

new

Zimbabwe: exactly the same sort
of arguments couched in the same tones
not

Zimbabwe,

believe that a developing

country with few trained personnel or

atTord to

devoted to rock

controversies.

There

is

space here to give only the briefest

introduction to the approaches to rock
paintings that

many

I

paintings

favour.
1

have

the key images in the

From

a survey of

first tried

art.

I

see their place in complete and

panels of images.

On

to identify

have gone on

to

complex

these pages, tracings

of, as far as possible, all the

paintings in a

Matopos are
reproduced. With only 319 separate images
it is by no means one of the most heavily
painted of Zimbabwe's caves which can
single cave in eastern

What

are particularly disturbing in these

controversies are the arguments

ad

personam: the accusations of an inherent
lack of integrity in

all

'professionals" and

contain

1

000 or more images.

//-

>M>>?^^'Mv^Vt%s-

A complete

frieze

from an eastern Matopos cave
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;j^4lIllI|nil5lBB^^
(illus. 2)

On

the right of the rock painting

is

the

outline of a very large serpent with an

animal's head

image.

Its

(

illus.

oppoosite): a key

1

Mashonaland equivalent seems

to

be a human figure with distended abdomen
emitting

wavy

lines to

which malfomied and

incomplete semi-human figures cling

—

as usually they crouch or cling to the

humps

just

along the backs of serpents. Here only one,
looking as

if

recognisable

waving

he has stumbled or
(illus. 2).

arms who

his

is

There

is

fallen, is

also a figure

shadowed by a

small ethereal figure with animal head and
tail (illus. 3).

Both are beside a larger figure

with malformed tlipper-like amis and head.

The serpent
(illus.

3)

4); this is

superimposed on a two metre

another key image

everywhere

l^f'Aj^

wm
(illus.

14

is

long design of a line of 19 oval shapes

4)

in

in the art

Zimbabwe. By

its

(illus.

\

y

(illus.

1)

m

i^' I %\

/I

%

;i

multiplicity of associations

it

has been

demonstrated that oval shapes symbolise the
source and container of the most potent
spiritual
is

energy of the San. Active potency

symbolised by the haze of flecks that

emerge from and surround the oval designs.
These designs are often reduced to much
simpler geometric shapes
usually roughly oval.

and

in front

in a single colour,

Two

are on the back

of the head of the huge serpent.

Emerging from both
with animal heads

are miniature serpents

(illus. 5

&

Here then

6).

are suggestions of conceptual connections

between ovals and serpents, even
suggestions that the oval, essence of
potency, generates serpents which

have power

human

to generate

human

in

turn

or semi-

forms.

Superimposed on the oval design are eight
nearly complete and one fragmentary
antelope:

two kudu

bulls with

calves, with a larger heavier

si.\

and

cows and

less well

drawn hooved animal above them probably
also a kudu (illus.4).

(illus. 5

&

(illus. 7)

11)

(illus.

rmr''
Above

the serpent (on page 13)

a vivid

is

many arrows have

(illus. 8);

impractical

frieze

of running men. so closely parallel

crossbars across their heads

that

suggests a compositional and

sone of the hunters have similar bars across

it

conceptual relationship.

Many

carry fly-

their penises (illus. 10).

whisks, a device usually used to denote

widel> used

dancing. This combination

paintings in

men

—a

of

fineze

movement, a group of
superimposed kudu and enormous serpentin

rapid

forms

like

— recurs

in other

is

reduced to a striking pol\ chrome

The

An

array of other

human

figures

motifs in the

—

art.

emblems

are attached to

characteristic defining

Other contexts,

(illus. 8)

particularK dances, show that arrows with

crossbars or triangles at their tops are

line,

predominantly uhite, that extends a white

in\ isible

quartz vein in the rock across the whole

dancers to induce trance. All in

cave.

So not only

are images intimately

arrows of potency, shot into

composition

interpret this

in the

one can

all

same way

connected, the painting and the fabric of the

as paintings of the hunting of another

rock are integrated. Perhaps here the fading

dangerous animal, the elephant. In

awa\ of the serpent's bod% was seen

in

Mashonaland

a

similar light.

metaphor

the elephant hunt

in this

cave show

(Illus.

9)

the killing of a large animal, very probably a
lion,

although the damaged head

most unusual

subject,

is

San belief in South Africa.
at

the creature.

but

still,

It

in

are

of arrows

particular interest

is

that

many

whisks, the dance emblem,

in

a

Many

figures carry

place of bows

considered dangerous and male\olent.

to creatures like crocodiles

and

early white settlers. TTie claws of the lion

pin-cushioned and bleeding heavily

of

all

extended

are certainly emphasised and reinforced b\'

from the chest, dismembered human limbs
is

further.

its

is

Indeed the "clawed" categorv has been

stands erect and defiant

of his victims before him. What

release of

San have categorised all animals as either
'hoofed" or "pawed and clawed". The latter

a

A host of

agitated hunters shoot a multitude

its

blood the release of spiritual energ>. and

form of death. One can go

though Lewis-

Williams has explored the role of the lion

used as a

death emphasising the belief that trance

may make

certainty impossible (illus. 7). This

is

for trancing; the elephant

representing a powerftil trancer.

The most dramatic images
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a

latter is

emblem in almost ever> set of
Zimbabwe and its use increases,

as here, in circumstances of stress or danger.

caves often

enough to suggest intention. In a Ndanga
cave, halfway across Zimbabwe, the serpent

and

(illus. 9);

the clawed
(illus.

paw-marks beneath him.

10)

Below

the lion and centred

semi-human

figures

of a

on

it

are eight

strikingly different

style to

any

other: huge,

elongated torsos and

erect, with

stiff,

aboriginal lion

hmbs without muscle,

shape or differentiation. TTiey have tiny
heads and hunched shoulders, and

hurtful

some

tail

distinguishable.

The

figure second

1

have only touched on the surface of the
have also mi.xed analysis and

here.

art

I

from the right has an animal-headed serpent

interpretation, without presenting evidence

or argument. This

its

navel

(illus.

1

1

):

imagery back to the serpents with which
started.

Such images recur

in the

my
we

Matopos.

aim

superimposed on a faded early combination
of the images of serpent and themselves: a

is

only excusable because

is

to give a first impression

of the

conceptual and intellectual excitements lying
just

below the surface of the

Much

Indeed these figures are themselves

paintings.

could be said about the almost

complete absence of women, the archetypal

figure of which only the upper half remains

groups of hunters, dancers and camp scenes,
about the possible significances of ditTerent

with a formless head and long arms

picmres or more. The significance

e.xtended horizontally, one of which

bring out here

becomes a serpent and ends

were

head

characteristic antelope

homed on
One can

the tip of

its

in

the

that

is

and claw -I ike, down

claw above the

wrist.

to the

dew-

their

—

1

seek to

that paintings

selected, patterned

thinking about the world: the realm that
inhabit, the realms

of the dead, the

and the gods, the world of the

Strokes of paint

first

—

or exude potency
from
abdomens, the seat of potency.

we

spirits

creation

as well as the final creation of which

denoting fur embellish the chests of two and
they bleed

ways

elaborates and celebrates a segment of San

in

on the extreme left-hand side of the
panel (illus. 12). Here the tails and fingers
are clear

the

establish

muzzle.

explore the hunched figures

is

and structured to
whole networks of visual
interconnections and relationships. Every
set of paintings progressively explores,

even

detail

we

are

one of the products. The San firmly hold
that the realms

beyond us can be entered,

experienced, explored and discussed.

No

Hunched shoulders and small heads may be

defining

stylised exaggerations or shorthand

realms which are in and around and amongst

impressions of essentially leonine

us, part

characteristics.
12)

and frightening potency.

emerging from

connecting this new and very different

(illus.

first

a

and extended claw-like fingers

leonine
are

still

in

— creature of the

creation, or the essence of malevolent,

I

believe

we

are dealing with

trancers transformed into lions,

embodied

lion fomi, or with lion spirits, or the

in

dogmas

limit the

San

spiritual

of our experience of life

choose. Like

all art,

if

we

so

the art of the San

remains to haunt us with the evidence of a
rich inner life that

we

can

still

only barely

begin to comprehend or share.

Note:

I

am

indebted to David Envee and Elsbeth Parry

for their hospitality
sites.

and for showing

My greatest debt

is

to

me many Matopos

Couilney Yilk whose

The .\nglo .American Corporation of
Mr Roy Lander,
supported Ms Villi's last visit. Should anyone wish to
tracings these are.

Zimbabwe and
pursue what

is

their then chairman.

touched on here, the Editor can supply

references.
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In

\

August 1999,

Jerry Zeniuk, artist

I

^

and professor

n

of painting at the

Munich Academy
of Art, ran a

M^

wori<shop for
painters

in

Harare.

Invited to contribute

to Gallery,

he offers

these impressions.

Painting
It

has been five months since

I

workshop with twelve young

led a

painters in the back of Gallery Delta in Harare.

months,

I

have lived and painted

have traveled to
Kiev

in

St

in

New York

In those five

and Munich and

I

Petersburg with a group of students as well as to

order to help create an exchange programme.

Many

strong

impressions crowd into that half year's time and perhaps these
impressions will provide a

way

for

me

to reflect

my weeks

on

in

Zimbabwe.

We worked
had hoped
it

outdoors for five consecutive days behind the gallery.

to paint alongside the students but

was more important

for

me

to

1

I

quickly realized that

spend as much time as possible with

We

them, both individually and as a group.

held critiques at the end

of each day and though the students were somewhat shy and hesitant
to speak, they

were earnest

were open and eager

in the

to be part of a dialogue

and the\

excitement of their search for visual images that

they could claim as their own.

When

they asked nie what people in

think of those images,

I

New York

and Munich might

told them, honestly, that they

would not be

unfamiliar Most of the students were painting representational
subject matter: village and city scenes, figure groups and landscapes

but even the abstract images were familiar

own

in the

vocabulary of my

visual lexicon.

me was that while
would look over to another and see him
painting an abstract colour image so beautiful that was filled with
envy. The first time this happened thought that might learn more
from the students than they would learn from me. But by the time
got over to the artist who had created this image, it would have
changed, grown less personal, less individual, and my question was
Perhaps the most extraordinary experience for

speaking to one

artist.

1

1

I

I

I

always,

"Why?"

The answer, believe, is that they were painting a background that
was leading to a preconceived image. would suggest to them that
I

I
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>

f

1

1

•1

ti

I

present
they might have considered leaving the painting in

its

fomier

state,

1

remember

the story of Kandinsky arriving at abstraction after

down

but they were eager to pursue the image they had already decided

seeing one of his paintings upside

upon. In the course of the week, this happened over and over again

most important aspects of creativity

and by the end of our time together
before they were finished,

around them, but
in

if

also, to try to

an earlier stage of

its

I

would simply ask them

to stop

only to compare the work to other work

remember the image

as

it

had been,

is

prejudice or expectation.

We

preconceived idea but the

real creative

all

in his studio.

One of the

the ability to see without

begin with some expectation or

suspend our focus on an outcome and

moment comes when we
we become able to focus on

composition.

(above) Jerry Zenluk, Corner Painting,
2000, 250 X 250 + 250 x 500cm,
oil on linen (Courtesy the artist)

—

artist at

(left)

work

Tendai Gumbo, Untitled,

1999, 120 X 90cm, mixed media

Greg Shaw, New Horizon, 1999,
110 X 122cm, acrylic on paper

(right)
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James

Jali, Countryside,
2000, approx. 57 x 81cm,

mixed media

the present.

than what

We

we

we have is often more powerfijl
One of the most valuable tools have in my

discover that what

seek.

I

working habits as a painter
reconsider what
doubt, to

I

become

of the most

am

doing

is

to stop at arbitrary points

—

to

the viewer instead of the maker.

difficult tasks

an

artist

can

of behavior and habit serve us so well

set for
in

George Churu, Untitled, 1999,
approx 98 x 77cm, mixed media
George Churu, Susy View, 1999,
mixed media

46.5 X 46.5cm,

20

It is,

perhaps, one

himself since patterns

our daily

(left)

(right)

and

break the pattern, to introduce

life.

This

is

not,

I

hope, advice to a young painter as

reminder to myself that the only way of making
expression

—

paint on a physical surface

electronic and digital media,
instant

—

much
this

as

it

is

relevant in an age of

media which connect the world

and without physicality,

is

to be

aware of what

than to anticipate what does not yet exist.

a

very old visual

in

an

exists rather

To be present and aware of the moment

One moment

conclusion.

another

in the

painting

not

is

Mupoperi, Wedza Landscape, 1999,
44 X 58.5cm, mixed media
(top) Brain

redistributes significance

from a point of conclusion to the many points which have led to

this

more important than

— these moments accumulate and together they accumulate

become the partless whole. Too often we
overwork a painting because past experience and expectation have

(below) Hilary Kashiri, Rising Star, 1999,
approx 110 X 90cms, oil on paper

significance, they

caused us
reflect

make prejudgements. Our

to

obligation as artists

is

to

on the present, on the moment of making, and not on the past

or the future.

We

are separated from one another not onlv by distance and climate
and cultural traditions but also b> time. The rock paintings of

Zimbabwe

are relevant toda> because thev bring us closer to our

ancestors, closer to the
Painting,

by

its

unknown, and,

therefore, to the

known.

very physicality, reinforces this distance but painting

^t

which we bridge distance, a way in which we may
see without prejudice or preconception and therefore, a way in
which we may touch what is around us.
is

also a

way

in

A contemporary

painter must not anticipate what he believes will be
making of his image. He should surprise himself and
if he does, he will reveal what is most essential in his own thinking

relevant to the

own

and

in his

My

strongest impressions of those days in

being revealed

As

behavior.

in

Zimbabwe
my own

combinations unfamiliar to

are of colours

experience.

these colours were subordinated to images that were familiar and

predictable,

When we
another.

mv impressions of them

act naturally,

We

we

fade.

are able to

communicate with one
and from
trust

drop our guard and are able to

—

that

The overcoming of a real distance and
what makes painting transcendent.

trust arrives revelation.

separation

is
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(below) John HIatywayo, Still Life, 1 966,
37.5 X 48cm, oil on board (PC 7800-0023)

Frances Marks, with a degree in art history from Cambri<dge University,
England, and three years living in Zimbabwe, gives her views of the
position of local

still-life

painting

Missing the object
Of all

the genres of art

inanimate objects) that
the

it

is

mind of the viewer,

is

the

still-life

(the painted study of

usually the most immediately accessible to

as the choice of objects typically depicted

tends to be locally recognisable. Without the

(an interest in

still-life

creating credible illusions of solid entities through the recognition

and manipulation of light and shadow) progress towards the
sense of realism

history painting (the pictorial description

imagined) would have been

In the history

of Western

developing not only the

fullest

of portraiture, landscape painting and

in the fields

of events,

real or

far slower.

art the still-life

facility

has been the backbone for

of keen observational drawing and

painting but also the practice of new techniques and approaches.

Compared
amenable
and

to a specific landscape or sitter the still-life

to constant, closer

A bottle,

structure.

is

more

and a more exacting analysis of form

glass or musical instrument can be on call

twenty-four hours a day, regardless of the weather or social

engagements! However,
resides with

its

to

imply that the main value of still-life

suitability for

extended study would only reinforce

the long-held erroneous academic view that

a

still-life

certainly

painting could have
little

little

content with which

beyond

visual rectitude

aesthetic value of

it

its

own and

could intellectually challenge

the viewer.
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A variation

of this view would seem

illusionism

is

the

artist

to prevail today, in that pictorial

only valued by the spectator and thus considered by

when, and only when, some form of visual conceit or

deceit

involved. Otherwise the painting descends into the realm of

is

and

the decorative

is

accorded a function scarcely higher than that of

is

wallpaper. All this

is

because imagination, and the product thereof

and always has been prized more greatly than

seldom gone

to art galleries to

People have

reality.

be reassured of their everyday

surroundings, they attend openings and exhibitions

being stunned, surprised or shocked. This

is

anticipation of

in

as applicable to

Zimbabwe as it is to the rest of the world. (And will admit that,
when have not my art-historian 'hat" on, am just as guilty of
I

1

I

looking

pictures as if

at

1

were

at

the cinema and expecting or

hoping to be passively entertained.) With
highly surprising

school of
in

still-life

if

Zimbabwe were

this in

mind

would be

it

host to a thriving and dominant

painting. At best,

and

at the

very worst,

Zimbabwe can be equated with images of tlowers and

the top

end of the spectrum there

of Dianne Deudney,
watercolour or

silk

at the

is

still-life

or

At

fruit.

the accomplished lyrical realism

bottom the enthusiastic but insipid

painting by the amateur with very

floral

little in

between.

Yet what

perhaps a more important consideration

is

is

that

one so

rarely encounters local still-life paintings, for sale or for view,

amongst the visual plenty of genre paintings, landscapes and abstract
compositions. Even in the National Gallery's Pemianent Collection
of African Art there are only three

still-lives proper,

John Hlatwayo's earthily indistinct bowl of

fruit.

one of which

Two

Dianne Deudney, Moonflower. Rangoon Vine and
1993, 30 x 30cm, oil on canvas

is

Zygo Cactus.

other

paintings from this collection rely heavily on the idea of still-life for
their

compositional framework: Steve Pratt's Ptg IV. a

modem

rendition of the interior of an artist's studio, and Brian Bradshaw's

Welsh Window, which incorporates a curious blend of the
compositional devices and interests of Matisse.

It is

not,

I

simply disinterested

feel, that local artists are

material surroundings but that in the greater

Western cult of materialism

to foster the

development of a

arts that existed

function.

is

of diminished importance. At the

McEwen's and Tom

time of Frank

in their

scheme of things the

Bloniefield's individual decisions

modem

art in

Zimbabwe,

the visual

were predominantly decorative and were second

The patterning on

socially individual but

a

seldom

When McEwen

drum

or a pot for example,

to

was

integral to the success or fmish of the

Zimbabwe still-life painting
was particularly unfashionable in Europe. Thus his desire to set up
in Zimbabwe a school of artists to rival their European counterparts
and create a cultural identity that was overwhelmingly visual in
nature would hardly have looked to the still-life as a starting point.
It was to sculpture that he turned, recognizing the greater ease with
which local artists worked in stone than in paint which was a less
familiar material. Economic and market forces also came into play.
overall fomi.

arrived in

Not only did the immediate international success of stone sculpture
outweigh that of painting but as a material stone was more readily
and cheaply available than

Brian Bradshaw, Welsh Window, 1982, 63 x 75.5cm,
on board (PC 8200-0032)

oil

paint.

of art it is sculpture and not painting that is synonymous
Zimbabwe both because of sheer talent and McEwen's innocent
directing. What McEwen did recognise was that the "painting"
In terms

with

which already existed was private and intensely
descriptions and tales of spirits, animals and

how

relations

they continually shape and reshape the country and

The landscape and

population.
visible

And

oral; inherited

human

and

so, if

its

occupants, past and present,

invisible, are invested with a rich alchemical

it

is

and

its

true that the products

symbolism.

of art are "strategically

symbolic of the priorities and desires of a given society at a given
time" it is no surprise that still-life was of minimal interest to the
local painter

The

fradition

and the local bu\ er.
of still-life painting

in the

West dates back hundreds of

years and has always been associated with or patronised by the

bourgeoisie and the educated classes. The wealthy citizens of

Pompeii and Ancient

Rome

decorated their floors with mosaic

images of scraps of expensive but discarded foodstuffs and exotica
as a

means of confirming

their elevated but wasteful social status.

Steve

Pratt,

Ptg

(PC 7300-0001)

IV,

1973, 118 x 173cm,

oil

on canvas
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As

Roman

gained more expressive freedoms such

artists

excesses

could be criticised.

The
are

virtuosos of social and moral critique through

Life

painting

still-life

Dutch and Remish seventeenth-century masters.
by Jan Davidsz de Heeni. what would appear to be but a
the

still

In Still

sumptuous banquet can, on closer inspection, also be translated

into

an intellectual and economic condemnation of a particular branch of

to

where the Reformation had put an
was able to function in a similar vein
means of transporting the mind to higher places and

Moreover,

society.

end

in countries

to Catholic art. the still-life

an icon, as a

offering reminders as to the rewards of a virtuous

In this respect, the still-life in

Zimbabwe

unimportant failure for not only

is

life.

doomed

is

an

to

the tradition of such a symbolic

language for the man-made or exotic non-existent,

also

is

it

more than an adequate and
culturally fitting equivalent to the sub-text of the European still-life,
for (like the still-life about which this quote was originally written)
"Distinct from the reality it is assumed to depict, it corresponds to a
self-generated, self-referential and self-contained system of signs."
Sculpture in stone

irrelevant.

a

is

The success of every genre of art
the pleasure

it

afforded

corrunissioning the picture in the
artist

was

free to paint

in the

West

who was

patron

its

largely

Rare was

place.

first

depended upon

responsible for
it

'independent means'. Only in the

last

hundred years has

case that "despite the pressures of the market, the artist
directly

dependent on and subjected

commissioning

class.

that the

what he liked unless he was a man of

from the

fictitious realisms

hy a predetermined clientele

realistic fictions solicited

century artists can generally indulge

rarely

of a ruling and
or

to the exigencies

Virtually freed

been the

it

is

...

in the formulation

twentieth-

of their own

narratives."

Zimbabwe

Unfortunately painters in

are

held hostage to the

still

demands and expectations of the local market and overseas
prejudice. The majority of the local painters paint for a living and
have yet

to

be able to paint for a career

consequences of

this are all too clear

artist that is at 'fault'.

Rather

it is

Sadly

it

is

the appeal of an objective painting

up with personal or

local

to

The

sell.

not always the

the unwillingness of the public at

something 'new' or accustom themselves to the idea

large to try

the paint

works are not

If finished

the taste of the buying public then they will not

may

be as

much

intimately

that

bound

symbolic beliefs as with the visual effect of

on the canvas.

From Frank McEwen onwards

it

has been the case that other locally

occurring European tastes have tended to dominate and shape the

development of the visual
snobbery

in

arts.

There

a strong element of social

is

favour of the avante-garde over the allegorical, perhaps

because one does not have to understand

it

in

order to like

it.

Didactic challenge does not constitute a huge part of the visual
preferences of local society but through no fault of

own. The

its

years of isolation from the First World together with economic
difficulties are not the natural parents

would

also explain

why

of cultural sophistication and

the advances of

barely registered. There

is

Op, Pop and Minimalism

also the uncomfortable fact that

many

foreign purchasers and tourists have an almost inbuilt reluctance to

accept the notion that contemporary art issuing from developing

African nations should, or could, in any

way resemble

European

somewhat

artistic

achievements. This

considers that the so-called birth of

is

modem

or exceed

ironic

art in the

when one

twentieth

century was heavily reliant on the 'primitive" forms originating from
the African continent.

The foreigner and

expatriate alike also tend to favour a romantic and

ethnographically old-fashioned idea of the 'indigenous'
the mental

image of

p

where

the sculptor versus the stone wins over the

painter and his First- World brush and canvas.

^then

artist

for the local painter

who

What hope

delights in painting a

is

bowl of

there

Shepherd Mahufe, Beef, 1997,
40 X 37cm, mixed media
(top)

(above) Shepherd Mahufe,
47 X 35cm, mixed media

Still Life.

1997,

Locally, to be acceptable as a painter

beautifully rendered vegetables to be taken seriously or for the

painting to be accepted, independent of the

artist, for its

own

consummate

a

merits?

is

to

work

in the abstract, to

be

landscapist in the vein of 'A' or a colourist in the vein

of "B" and/or

The

difficults

which

Zimbabwe have

through the unstintingly loyal but uncritical support of the local

of "newness": the problem of
manner or niche within either that has not been
thoroughly overworked before. For the would-be painter of stillto face is the cult

market, which continue to surreptitiously thwart painterly

finding a subject,

lives this precludes

explored

almost

all

developments

in

other directions.

of the techniques and approaches

Why? From

the twentieth century.

in

to be largely untrained. These are the local miniwhich have been established by key individuals, and,

traditions

objectively representational painters in

all local

Internationally

Picasso to Warhol,

became

Magritte to Oldenburg, the everydas object

.still-life

painting has been particularly affected by

By

the changes to the "function" of art.

the focus for

the

end of the nineteenth

experimentation and resolution. The realms of portraiture and

century, the emphasis on art as a social construct had dwindled to

landscape are more forgiving, both

almost nothing. Since then

and

less realistic

denied that for a

resemblance

two cousins,

it

and their fonnulation often appear
do with the visual and philosophical premises that
were previously assured to govern artistic activity" has little solid

follows thai the artists objectives

has to retain a

it

is

it

have

to

depicts.

it

Spirited and bold,

in point.

art has largely been about individuality
and the expression of self. Locally however the assumption that "//

cannot be

to the physical object

Shepherd Mahufe's Beefis a case
sufficiently like a side of

its

be considered as such

still-life to

significant degree of

re-working of techniques

in the

approach. Unlike

little to

A young

ground.

beef to be recognised as such but, with

Zimbabwe has

nation,

such an aggressive presentation, Mahufe unwittingly invokes

individualism. Self-censorship

memories of Chaim Soutine, Rembrandt and Annabile Carracci.
This should not be detrimental to the image, and would not had it

would account

But

the individualism of a distinct landscape.

genre that condemns
sides of beef as
that

itself to reality

may

or

not, be

making about

significance of meat in local culture

So

it

is

that the painter

is

experienced
itself into a

in his

techniques. Mahufe's

setting

Zimbabwe has embraced

society,

Baron has been reclaimed by the

local glitterati,

adept more or less forsaken. To have both,

it

the

is

result

is

which are painted tend

be

to

a

compromise between

country

may

modem;

at that time.

reflect

still-life,

for a nation that is

impossible.

of the

has provided a unique

still-life

artist

and the

of his or her

interests

The absence of still-life painting

more than

meaningful

neither on the object nor the

is

an image of decidedly neutral simulacra.

insight into the concerns

Baron

and the objectively

seems,

and the

Throughout the history of art the

of still-life (or of pure landscapes unfettered

career as a painter In an attempt to transform

modem

Still-life is

observation and decoration, the focus

the social

that Marshall

toed. This

is

in local painting, for

are vented through non-representational imagery and exuberant

to see all

consequently lessened.

by invention or imagination) suffers the stigma

prevalence of 'distance"

disguised with a mantle of romanticism, and that strong emotions

one and the same. The immediacy of the comment

Mahufe may,

yet to achieve this stage of

the 'party line'

the facts that the socio-realistic subjects

this is still-life, a

and thus a tendency

for the

is rife,

firmly grounded in reality,

still

in

Zimbabwe

a disinterest in material possessions.

frightened of

its

may be

The

too direct

own shadow.

Forthcoming exhibitions and events
Twenty-five years: an exhibition of
paintings and sculptures by leading

much of the contemporary

contemporary

two-person show of work by painters

Delta on

1

artists will

7 April.

open

nurturing and promotion of
artists.

Twenty-five years

gallery (in

Gallery

life

itself

is in

an

this

Zimbabwe, a record) but even

new premises

lifeline for

Zimbabwe providing

many

artists

a space for them to

develop, appraisal, encouragement and
criticism, technical advice,
facilities, loans,

facilitation

framing

administration and

workshops and exhibitions. The dedication,
leadership and generosity of Derek Muggins
and Helen Lieros who own and run Gallery
Delta has

made

this possible.

that Delta should not

Derek

this paragraph,

blow

its

own

will

no

saying

trumpet,

but the facts remain and should be

in

is

some

its

successful

in

tandem with

Thatha Camera

Gallery no 2

1

)

is

individual

shows

their

exhibition (see

until

into

existence, a fact that applies equally to

Pierre Gallery

that

and other local

is

closing.

in

The town

arts but Olivier

and Barbara

Sultan return to France soon where they will

continue to promote

HIFA

October. The

include: Spirit Dance, an

exhibition of paintings by Sithabile

MIotshwa: Chance Encounters

featuring

Fran
Saunders: Eyes of Faith, a first solo show
of paintings by Allen Sibanda; an
exhibition in April/May of work by visiting
Dutch artists. Ton van Kints and Ton
collages by South African

NGB

is

Maasdorp Avenue

Zimbabwean

art.

which occupies the main

space and

on

changing collection of local

space will continue to show stone sculpture

selected solo

artist,

resident in the

studios for three months:

in

June

Zimbabwean artist, J Gordon Bradshaw,
will show work in an exhibition entitled
Inclinations and in July NGB will mount the
Pritt Schools Exhibition. Remember to

(Harare International Festival of the

comes to the National Gallery in
Harare in April and May with shows
entitled: Cutting Edge Contemporary
Zimbabwean Art. Virtue and Vice
Arts)

:

from the Permanent Collection,
Roll Hall of

Fame

Democracy

(posters from the

Rock

(from USA), Art

'n

and

USA), and

Kids with Cameras. The refurbished
galleries are

now

flooded with light from the

renovated ceiling and the variety of work on
display should provide a smorgasbord for
tastes.

In June the annual Pritt

Exhibition takes place

all

Schools

as well as a solo

show of recent work by Eino Nangaku.

enquire about other events such as auctions,
concerts, craft fairs and talks

on

at

NGB.

published. Without Gallery Delta this

magazine would not have come

view

paintings and crafts. Contact Nicky Rosselli

on (039) 64019.

Bulawayo

Kraayeveld. who have been

of external and local events,

doubt wish to remove

to

Jail.

year committed to celebrating the

individual artist with

shows. These will run

Robert Paul's old house). Gallery Delta

has been a veritable
in

its

be a

Sad news

The National Gallery

more astonishing is that during that time a
new exhibition was opened, on average,
every three or four weeks (with the
exception of seven months when Delta was
at

will

in the

Zimbabwean

for a small private

relocating and renovating

May

James

and

Zimbabwe.

art in

this exhibition in

George Churu

celebrates the

It

achievement of Gallery Delta

extraordinarily long

at

Following

The

Zimbabwe Association

of Art

Critics: For information contact Barbara

The Rosselli Gallery at 39 Hughes Street
in Masvingo is open and welcomes visitors

Murray

(Tel:

Harare 861 195 or

email:gallerv'@icon.co.zw).
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